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2 Executive Summary 

 

In this Deliverable 6.1 the Proof-of-Concept (PoC) of the whole BIOPOOL system with all of 

its basic functionalities is described. With this PoC description the BIOPOOL consortium now 

has a full overview on all the interconnecting different functionalities and responsibilities. 

This PoC also shows the feasibilities of the BIOPOOL system to people outside the BIOPOOL 

consortium. 

As is common in a PoC the BIOPOOL PoC contains the descriptions on the core functionalities 

that allow the consortium to test and validate the main principle and core functionality of 

the system. The dataset of Virtual Microscopy images and complementary text metadata 

described in this PoC will be limited to only one type of tissue with only two major tissue 

conditions: healthy colon and colon carcinoma. The methodology on how this data is 

generated and inserted in the BIOPOOL system is described. 

Only BIOPOOL consortium members have access to this PoC. During testing and validation 

the members will contribute to building the system and deliver input for the test-Pool of 

Virtual Microscopy images and meta data but for testing also act as ‘users’ of the BIOPOOL 

system.  This process of testing and validation will officially start in month 10 of the project 

and at the end of month 12 a validation report of the prototype BIOPOOL system as 

described in this PoC will be delivered. 

This PoC also contains an inventory description on who will use the BIOPOOL system as it 

may support their workflow or enhance their possibilities. This description will help in 

building a business model for the BIOPOOL system once it is available for all these different 

users. 

The second phase of this BIOPOOL project is used to further develop the system and 

increase the amount of data that is used for the BIOPOOL system. More pools of Virtual 

Microscopy images and complementary meta data will be created so that the BIOPOOL 

system can be used by users outside the BIOPOOL consortium. 
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3 Description of end users 

 

As previously described, BIOPOOL will create a network pool of digital data allocated and 

managed by Biobanks, consisting on the digital images of the human samples and the 

complementary text information associated to these data, mainly obtained from the 

Anatomic Pathological department. The developed system will exploit this amount of data 

through different services providing different functionalities to the end users.  

Hence, this system will provide to Health community an improved access to digital data and 

added value services for their activity in the fields of medical and basic research, diagnosis, 

pharmaceutical trials and education. 

The end users profile is quite different, nevertheless all of them will have a chance to obtain 

images or samples and associated data from any Biobank (participant in BIOPOOL network) 

in the worldwide, once the user identify and localize the interested image will be possible to 

obtain it contacting with the Biobank. Mainly we could identify 4 major users of the system:  

1. Pathologists / clinicians will use the system  mostly at two levels: 

a.  Diagnosis level:  

i. Comparing different images and associated data in order to 

confirm or valuate a performed diagnosis  

ii. Use as online reference for each single case that needs to be 

diagnosed 

b. Dissemination activities:  

i. Interest images searching for workshops, conferences, 

meetings... 

Until now, pathologists have an opportunity to compare different cases basing just 

on text, with BIOPOOL system they will amplify the searching criteria, and they will 

use queries based on text, images or mixed.  

2. Researchers mainly focused on health area  will use the system in order to: 

a. Find an specific imager or sample 

b. Obtain enough amount of samples to carry out their research line 

c. Amplify the casuistic with samples obtained from other countries 
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d. others 

3. Pharmaceutical industry is a possible end user of the system. Mainly focused in 

new therapy trials, they will need large amount of samples. BIOPOOL system will 

assess them to achieve it. 

4. Education fields, for teachers and student BIOPOOl will be a very useful tool 

with different objectives: 

a. Teachers will use with the aim of finding an interesting image(s) to use 

in the classroom. 

b. Students will use for training or development and deepening of a 

specific issue/topic. 
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4 Methodology for generation of the BIOPOOL database: 

 

The BIOPOOL database is based on a complete digital data of images and associated clinical 

and histological text data based on the anatomic pathological report and the histological 

pattern of the scanned tissue slide.  

The contributing pathologists make an anatomic pathological diagnosis viewing and 

valuating the whole tissue slide (tumoral and adjacent tissue) focusing in the morphology 

and distribution of the cells. As previously described in D1.2, for proof-of-concept prototype, 

it was decided to start building the system basing on colon carcinoma samples (and adjacent 

no tumour samples).  

 

Pathologists usually follow similar guidelines; both the Basque pathologists and Erasmus MC 

pathologist use SNOMED 2 for colon carcinoma and in both institutes the European universal 

diagnosis criteria are followed. Despite this, little differences in annotation may occur.  

Therefore, in order to create a consistent model of associated data of colon carcinoma, the 

most important features were selected and included in two different tables to be used in the 

BIOPOOL project (see tables in Annex I and II), in consensus with Basque and EMC 

pathologists.  

The status of these tables is dynamic, as the medical issues are improving and developing, in 

the future it will be possible to incorporate any other new interesting feature. In the same 

way, their importance will be valued periodically. Of course, all these changes will be 

informed to all participant Biobanks.  

In the near future, we will follow the same steps to include other pathologies as breast or 

lung cancer. 

Thereby, we have generated a complete BIOPOOL database, in consensus with all 

participants Biobanks. 
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5 Set of images that will be used 

 

The set of images used for building the Proof-of-Concept (PoC) of BIOPOOL will be colon, both 

carcinomas with different levels of malignancy and adjacent normal colon (healthy mucosa) slides. 

This set will also be used to perform the validation: it is preferred to perform the validation with 

images of colon tissue that are not yet included in the pool of colon images in BIOPOOL.  This is to 

test if new images will be correctly characterised by the search engine. In D1.4 a detailed description 

is given on the validation of this PoC. When the PoC is successfully built and validated, more types of 

tissue-type pools with a variety of pathological disorders (carcinoma, inflammation, etc) and normal 

tissues will be put into the BIOPOOL system in the second part of this project and validated again. 

The ultimate goal is to ever increase the amount of images in each pool, thereby making the pools 

even more robust. Also more rare pathologies within each of these pools will then be incorporated. 
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6 The core functionality of PoC 

 

There are 4 main categories that describe the whole PoC. A lot of this information has been, 

or at least partially, described for earlier deliverables. 

6.1 Basic communication and storage elements, technical equipment 

6.1.1 Image search Engine, technical equipment  

At this moment, the PoC prototype by M12 has as Image Search Engine a PC with the 

following characteristics. The initial reference for a database of 5000-10000 images and a 

generation rate of 10 images/day is: 

 2 Intel Xeon™ E5-2643 4 Core 3,3Ghz  

 64 GB DDR3 1600 ECC REG  

 1 NVIDIA® Tesla™ Kepler K20 5GB GDDR5 2496 CUDA Cores  

 1 NVIDIA® NVS 300 512MB DDR3 PCIE x16 

 Windows 7, 64 bits.  

 Connection to the Biopool platform. 

This PC is located at Tecnalia’s facilities. 

 

In the future, the basic equipment needed by a new biobank to generate the image pool will 

depend on the number of samples of their database and the number of new samples that 

will be added per day. It will need enough storage space as to save all this information. On 

the other hand, there may be in the future another important issue. The equipment needed 

by a biobank will differ depending on the fact that it can storage the images and it could 

process those images, as well.  This is explained as follows. As indicated in D1.3, there are 

two possible architectures to be adopted in BIOPOOL system: centralised and distributed.  

In the centralised architecture, the images are stored in the repositories of the biobanks, but 

they are processed outside, in the text and image processing servers. This is, the descriptors 

of the images are obtained and stored in this centralised computer.  So, biobanks only need 

to take care of having: 

 Connection to the image scanner or microscope. 
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 Enough storage space in their PC, external hard drive or repositories. 

In the distributed architecture, the images are stored also in the own biobanks repositories, 

and the difference from the previous scheme is that images are also processed in the 

biobanks’ PCs. So, the descriptors of every image are obtained in the very dedicated PC of 

biobanks that control the image scanner or microscope, and execute the algorithms over the 

images. This implies that the performance of the computer must be really high.  

 

As conclusion, at this moment, M6 of BIOPOOL project, the aim of D6.1 is the description of 

the proof-of-concept prototype, and it has been decided to adopt a centralized architecture 

for the validation of the methodology and the software development itself (generation of 

the centralized and unified indexed database, image and text descriptors extraction 

algorithms, text and image search (retrieval) engine algorithm and tuning of engines 

according to similarity concept of pathologists, and validated only over images of colon 

carcinoma). During the second year, this initial PoC will turn into more robust system 

extended not only to one pathology but lung and breast cancer will also be included; 

algorithms for extraction of descriptors will be tuned and the search engine will also be 

properly trained and improved for generalization purposes. 
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6.1.2 Basic communication and storage elements, technical equipment (EMEDICA) 

 

The images and clinical data provided by each biobank will be stored in the local repositories 

of every institution where proper maintenance and feeding is being accomplished with new 

digitalised samples. Each repository will be a node of BIOPOOL. 

For those biobanks that don’t have the possibility of obtaining an own storage system, a 

distributed archiving system will be provided by the project. This distributed system will be a 

node of BIOPOOL where different biobanks keep their samples and a solution conceptually 

similar to a PACS system. 

In every local node of the network (repositories or distributed storage solutions), a software 

will be installed to provide the link with a BIOPOOL central management system, BIOPOOL 

Centralised Index of Images (BCII) and to upload the samples (images + clinical data) to the 

network.  

This software will incorporate a graphical interface and a FTP client to upload the samples to 

BCII. 
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The graphical interface will be a rich client developed in VB.NET 2010 with two modes for 

sending and sharing the samples in BIOPOOL, a manual mode and a scheduled mode. 

 

In the manual mode the lab technician (or the responsible for sharing the samples in 

BIOPOOL) will select manually the samples (images + clinical data) to send to BCII.  

 

The scheduled mode will allow to program the shipment of samples to the BCII so there will 

no needed in being present at the time of sending samples, using for example a time slot of 

lower activity (daily evening). To this end, it will be possible to configure a set of parameters 

in the interface itself (date and time, pathology, microscope, root path with the images of 

the samples, root path with the clinical data of the samples, etc. 

 

Some channels will be opened via internet to inform BCII that new images have been shared 

in the network from the remote nodes. These channels will be VPN (Virtual Private Network) 

and will be configured specifically for this project, in order to transmit the samples (images + 

clinical data) in a secure way. This will bring the following advantages: 

  Secure channel of communications based on the ciphering offered by VPN 

technology. 

  Independency of current ICT systems in biobanks, avoiding therefore the 

associated bureaucracy. 

  Safety in access, as there is a dedicated channel to the BIOPOOL index server. 

 

In order to speed and facilitate the VPN configuration an auto-installer will be prepared. This 

installer will configure automatically and transparently to the user secure communication 

channel and facilitate both project participants and end users (pathologists, researchers, 

etc.) the process of incorporation into BIOPOOL. 

 

BCII will consist of a FTP server and a database that will be informed by communication 

services from the biobanks storage systems and from the distributed storage solutions. 
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This database will be a MySQL database structure and will include information related to the 

samples and a link to the origin images (in the biobanks).  

Besides, a local copy of the images in a lower quality and in a pyramidal structure will be 

stored in the BCII. This copy will be used from the Web Viewer to show and process the 

images. 

The local copy of the origin images stored in BCII will have the enough quality to show the 

main features of the samples, but at the same time it will not be used for diagnosis.  

A water mark or similar will be showed in the viewer to protect the authorship of the 

samples. 

Also a thumbnail of each sample will be stored in the BCII to be showed in the Web Portal, in 

the list of search results. 

 

For each of the samples received, BCII will generate an unique identifier (BIOPOOLID).  

This index will be generated automatically and calculated in a self-numeric way, based on 

the last shared sample.  

When a sample arrives at the BCII, it will use the BIOPOOL API to send the images to the 

image search engine (with the associated BIOPOOLID) and to send the clinical data to text 

search engine (with the associated BIOPOOLID). 

Therefore, BIOPOOLID will be used by BCII, Image Search Engine and Text Search Engine to 

reference each sample. 

 

Besides the BIOPOOLID, the identifier of the origin biobank will be stored in BCII associated 

to each sample. These two identifiers will identify clearly all the samples in every elements 

(BCII, Text Search Engine, Image Search Engine and Web Portal) and the relationship with 

the real sample in the origin biobank. 

The rest of the elements comprising BIOPOOL (search engines and Web Portal) will also be 

connected via VPN in the network.  
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The server for BCII will have features similar as 8 GB of RAM, 1 multi-core CPU (8-16 cores) 

and 500 GB disk for the database. A MSA array system to store the pyramidal and 

thumbnails images will be associated to the server. 

The server for the Communication, Conversion and Standardisation Sevices will have 

features similar as (12 GB of RAM, 1 multi-core CPU (8-16 cores) and 200 GB disk). 

 

 

6.2 Web-portal 

The main objective of the Web-Portal is to enable access to the features provided by 

BIOPOOL, such as, searching, data sharing, viewing and commenting samples. Besides, a 

framework in which pathologists will be able to share information about the samples, will be 

developed following a collaboration philosophy.  

The Web-Portal will be tested with the main browsers to ensure compatibility (IE, Chrome 

and Firefox) and will consist of several modules as explained below. 

6.2.1 Start module 

This module is responsible for: 

o Show the start screen (Home Page) with the different options/modules to 

be selected by users. 

o Show Login button to register. 

o Show date and time. 

o Show language (English in the PoC, later more languages will be included if 

needed). 

o Show a banner with the logos of the biobanks included in BIOPOOL. 

o Show the total number of samples available in BIOPOOL. 

o Show the total number of pathologies available in BIOPOOL. 

o Show a frame with the most viewed samples, presenting a image thumbnail, 

the biobank and the pathology. 

o Show a frame with the last searches samples, presenting an image 

thumbnail, the biobank and the pathology. 
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Once the pathologist has logged in the Web-Portal, the search module will be 

showed.  

 

6.2.2 Search module 

This module will enable advanced search of samples located in the centralised index. As a 

result of comparing the search query to the data base information (image itself and 

associated data), a list of possible matches will be displayed with a image thumbnail and 

some information that have to be defined (biobank, pathology, etc.) 
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There will be several types of search: 

o By text: based on contextual semantics. The selection criteria will be 

showed and after introducing values for different criteria, a search to the 

text search engine will be launched through the API. The result of this 

search will be a set of BIOPOOLID samples that matches with the searching 

criteria, and the clinical data associated.  

o By image: the user will be able to upload an image to be compared to 

others in BIOPOOL. The image to be uploaded will have to meet some 

conditions regarding format and size. 

Once an image is uploaded a search to the image search engine will be 

launched through the API. The result of this search will be a set of 

BIOPOOLID samples that matches with the searching criteria.  

A tool for selecting a region of interest in the query image will be 

developed. In the first year of the project circle ROI and rectangle ROI will 

be incorporated and in the second year an irregular ROI will be analyzed. 
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With the identifiers matched in the searches, the Web-Portal will show the list of 

results before mentioned. 

The mixed search (by text and image) will be developed in the 2nd year of the project. 

 

Once a sample of the list is selected by the user, a Web Viewer will be showed. 

6.2.3 Visualization module 

The selected sample will be showed in the viewer. 
 

 
 

The following functions will be available for users. 
 

o Navigate: users can move to any area of the image using the mouse controls. 

o Window guide: to show the currently-enabled area with the full image in the 

background for reference. 

o View the whole image: zoom is adjusted automatically to see the whole 

image. 

o Location of regions of interest: frame windows with images of interest are 

displayed in the left bottom part of the screen. When the user selects a 

certain region of interest, it can be viewed at full screen. 

o Different zoom levels: 1.25x, 10x, 20x, 40x, 63x, 100x levels can be selected 

from a combo box located in the toolbar. 
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o Export: screen shots of the current screen view can be exported in JPEG or 

TIFF format.  

In the 2nd year of the project more features will be included in the Web Viewer such as 

comments, annotations, export or measures 

6.2.4 Administration module 

Only those users with administration profile will have access to this module. They will be 

able to manage portal features and configurations by accessing this module.  

This way, some aspects like templates, users and biobanks will be handled. 

In the second year of the project, a user private area (My BIOPOOL) will be developed. The 

registered users will be able to enter their private area after introducing user name and 

password. In this area personal data and historical searches will be showed. 

The Web Portal will be implemented with DotNetNuke (DNN) and will be connected with 

BCII, Text Search Engine and Image Search Engine across the API. 

A server with the following features will host the Web-Portal (12 GB of RAM, 1 multi-core 

CPU (8 cores), 200 GB for the internal database) 

 

6.3 Text searching module 

From the set of data already gathered two types of textual data associated to images 

emerged: histological pattern and AP clinical report. Please refer to D3.1 for a more detailed 

description of this data and its structure. 

 

The main idea for searching by text would be to use the diagnosis from the clinical reports. 

This is the most verbose field in the whole set of data. Then the results could be presented 

with facets. The facets would present the attributes used to describe the tissue. Search by 

text wouldn’t be useful as values are mainly yes/no.  

This method has an advantage: multilingualism. Attributes could be seen as ids and only the 

HMI would show a readable text in the language of the user. 

We think that the main facets could be: 

 Healthy 
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 Pathological 

In each one we would have the same subsets “Yes” and “No”.  

In each subset the list of the attributes would be presented. 

All values have to be shown; there is no restriction/limitation to the facets containing the 

largest numbers of items. 

Facets act as dynamic filters and are easier to use than forms with tens of fields. 

In the case of numerical values (size of tumor, distances to margin…) the facets could 

present ranges of values so that it is easier to navigate in the set of data and it is very quick 

to know how values are dispatched. 

It is possible to filter with any combination of facets. 

 

For text search in the textual fields, we will use Pertimm technologies and linguistic and 

semantic modules. It consists in applying linguistic transformations to the words and 

expressions entered by the user so that a plural can be found even if a singular is entered. 

This is a basic example but Pertimm includes lemmatisation, family sets, conjugation of 

verbs, etc. In addition, we will evaluate the performances of our orthographic fixing module.   

 

The linguistic resources (vocabularies such as SNOMED, ontologies, thesaurus, synonyms, 

etc.) will be used in the textual search part to improve search with auto-completion facilities 

so that it reduces the risk of not retrieving some case just because a word has been used 

instead of another. There are different habits depending of the hospital, the origin and this is 

one of the main difficulties we will have to face. 

Pertimmisers (set of words to describe a concept) could be used there. Tests will have to be 

performed to define their interests and how they can be setup and used. 

Linguistic resources will be necessary here to take care of the multilingual aspect of the 

platform. 

 

Scenario of search: 

 Enter keyword about diagnosis,  

 From the first letters, auto-completion helps to find the word 
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 Search the database 

 List of results matching the query presented with facets 

 Refine the query by selecting one or more facets 

 List of results translates these filters 

 We can imagine that an image of a case selected by this process could be used to run an 

image search. 
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6.4 Image searching module 

Tecnalia has named Image Search Engine to the PC dedicated to the image information 

extraction and retrieval module. The image searching module has two main stages:  

1. Image characterization /Image indexing: the images are analyzed and a feature 

vector is generated. This vector will be part of the image index database.  

2. Retrieval: the image search engine will compare a query image with the set of images 

in the database and provide a list with the most similar images.   

6.4.1 Indexing  

The process of indexing is quite complex itself and will comprise the following steps in the 

Biopool system. This first stage will be launched each time new samples are loaded into the 

system and whenever a new biobank is included in the BIOPOOL network.  

The nature of each sample includes different areas and composition so it is necessary to 

characterize all of them. The analysis begins with the division of the sample image in a 

subset of smaller regions. So, initially the image is divided into small regions, by the creation 

of a kind of grid. Local features are needed to be evaluated in order to identify variations is 

small neighborhood. Global features do not seem to be very promising when dealing with 

this kind of images. The aim of this division is to characterize as many elements of the 

sample as possible.  

A set of algorithms for descriptors extraction is developed, tested and best ones are chosen. 

These algorithms are two-stage in any region: 1) low-level features extraction and 2) Bags-

of-Visual Words codification (high level information which is really the index of every image), 

and we have named that micro-textural description. If we do this over all the regions we 

have the whole image description, but referred to regions which is really what matters in 

these histological images, the local information is more relevant than the global one. The 

systems takes into account information related to colour, edges, local patterns and statistical 

values. 

The process of generating the codification in Bags-of-Visual-Words needs a training process; 

for that, a set of annotated images will have to be transferred to the system to endow it with 

knowledge. This “learning” capability can be improved in an iterative process by providing 
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extra images to the engine with the aim of covering all the possible deviations for one 

pathology. 

This set of algorithms are executed over every image available in the database, therefore 

every image is represented by a vector of figures, what we call “the index”, which is stored 

together with the identification ID of the image. 

It is very important to design properly this indexation /annotation procedure since the 

retrieving speed, efficiency and accuracy depends on it. The search engine has to learn the 

metric that characterize the space generated by the feature vectors and the similarity 

measurement. In order to accomplish this task a set of manually labeled images are used.  

The low-level features extraction algorithms and the procedure to transform that 

information into Bags-of-Visual-Words codification according to this histological 

interpretation problem is detailed in D4.1. 

 

6.4.2 Retrieving 

The process of retrieving is launched whenever a user performs a query by image. The image 

module receives the query image and processes it to generate its feature vector. The aim of 

this search is to obtain back, i.e. to retrieve the images more similar to the input sample. 

Once all the images are processed and indexed, the search engine will refer to indexes of the 

images instead of the information in pixels. Let’s imagine the index of every image as a set, a 

vector of N elements (this N can be a big number). The images are represented by their 

indexes, therefore whenever a search is performed the search engine will contrast the index 

of the input image versus the whole set of available indexes of all the images in the 

database. The more approximate index (shortest distance between vectors) will indicate that 

that would be the more similar image and should be retrieved first. 

The comparison process among indexes is not easy at all, since we are comparing vectors 

with big number of elements and sometimes it is very difficult to estimate which of the 

elements has a stronger weight to decide the final ranking. We can find several candidates 

vectors with same distance to the input vector and it has to be decided which of them 

represents the more similar image to the input one.  
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Moreover, another key issue in retrieving process is to guarantee an acceptable response of 

the system. When thousands of images are planned to be stored in BIOPOOL system at the 

end of the project and upcoming years, we will have thousands of indexes, and it is not 

possible to compare one-by-one. The indexes will have to be ordered in a specific hierarchy 

as to navigate through them easily and fast and choose the proper one. This is not trivial at 

all and it is the challenge of the T4.2. 
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7 Testing and validation: 

 

In order to ensure the efficacy of the system a validation plan has been designed, which is 

described in more detail in D1.4 as part of Task 1.4.   

In order to provide a thorough and rigorous examination of a software product, 

development testing has been organized into three levels (Module level testing, Integration 

level testing and System level testing) and each level with a two-stage approach: first on a 

limited subset of the data pool corresponding to a specific pathology and tissue type, and 

second on a tumor panel including new pathologies as breast and lung cancer. 

 

As above mentioned, the BIOPOOL system will be developed, tested and validated in a two 

stage approach (delivery in M12 and M24 respectively): 

The first stage will be the Proof-of-Concept (PoC) model of the BIOPOOL system (already 

described in this document). 

The second stage of the project is the further development of the fully operational BIOPOOL 

system with all functionalities and an expanded set of DP image pools with multiple tissue 

types available (firstly lung and breast cancer).  

 

It is important to design the validation of the system with an objective to create a useful tool 

for end users. For this purpose, pathologists of BIOEF and EMC will check the functionalities 

of the system, thereby playing the principle three end users’ roles: as researcher, as teacher 

and as students and pharmaceutical companies. In the second stage of the project (in year 

two), new biobanks will participate in the validation of BIOPOOL system.  

 

In D1.4 the following items as part of the validation are described in detail:  

a) The set of images/data to be analyzed in each step,  

b) The chronogram of the validation,  

c) The types of probes to be done   

d) The parameters to be taken into account to value how good is the search results.  
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Annex I: Associated Anatomic Pathological data (colon carcinoma) 
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Annex II: Associated histological pattern data (colon carcinoma) 
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Tumor sample:     
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